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From Waves in Complex Systems to Dynamics of
Generalized Continua Kolumban Hutter 2011 The
book reviews recent research activities in applied
mechanics and applied mathematics such as the fields
of solid & fluid constitutive modeling for coupled
fields, applications of geophysical & environmental
context in judicious numerical-computational
implementations. The book aims to merge foundation
aspects of continuum mechanics with modern
technological applications, notably on reviewing
recent advances in the treated subjects in an
attractive presentation accessible to a wide
readership of engineering and applied sciences.
ANALYSIS OF ADAPTIVE RESONANCE THEORY FOR
DIAGNOSTIC UNDERSTANDING OF EPILEPSY Dr.
Alpika Tripathi 2022-07-12
Geophysics Anthony Okiwelu 2018-05-09 This book
is focused on different aspects of geophysical
research, particularly on modern approach in
subsurface imaging, tectonics, geohazard, seismicity,
and Earth planetary system. Syntheses of results
from regional and local studies combined with new
techniques of geophysical data acquisition and
interpretation from diverse geological provinces are
presented. Some of the chapter explained clearly the
geophysical technic that can image local sources in
urban and rural settings in Israel. An example of
studies on basement tectonics and fault reactivation
in North America using integrated geophysical methods
is also presented. Two modes of seismicity, one
involving rotational seismology and another based
on seismic response in Mexico using Hilbert-Huang
transform (HHT) as an alternative technique for
extracting data that will be useful for the
assessment of potential earthquake, are discussed in
other sets of chapters. The integration of geoelectric
methods in another chapter demonstrated delimitation

of the resistivity anomalies caused by different types
of hydrocarbon contaminants and rocks in rural,
industrial, and urban sites. The results of electrical
resistivity method to define 1D and 2D electrical
models from two datasets acquired in dry and rainy
seasons in Panama (Central America) were used to
show the relationship between electrical resistivity
and volumetric water content. Petrophysical
analyses show good fits between resistivity and
volumetric water content and known parameters for
rocks and soils. The study on Earth planetary system
noted that at all stages of the Earth?s formation,
convective heat and mass transfer are the most
important factors in the dynamics of the planet. The
chapter on magnetics shows how remanent
magnetization and self-demagnetization complicate the
inversion and interpretation of magnetic anomaly with
examples from iron deposit in South Australia.
Image Analysis and Recognition Aur lio Campilho
2018-06-19 This book constitutes the thoroughly
refereed proceedings of the 15th International
Conference on Image Analysis and Recognition, ICIAR
2018, held in P voa de Varzim, Portugal, in June
2018. The 91 full papers presented together with 15
short papers were carefully reviewed and selected
from 179 submissions. The papers are organized in the
following topical sections: Enhancement, Restoration
and Reconstruction, Image Segmentation, Detection,
Classication and Recognition, Indexing and Retrieval,
Computer Vision, Activity Recognition, Traffic and
Surveillance, Applications, Biomedical Image
Analysis, Diagnosis and Screening of Ophthalmic
Diseases, and Challenge on Breast Cancer Histology
Images.
Biological Data Mining and Its Applications in
Healthcare Xiaoli Li 2013-11-28 Biologists are
stepping up their efforts in understanding the
biological processes that underlie disease pathways
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in the clinical contexts. This has resulted in a flood
of biological and clinical data from genomic and
protein sequences, DNA microarrays, protein
interactions, biomedical images, to disease pathways
and electronic health records. To exploit these data
for discovering new knowledge that can be translated
into clinical applications, there are fundamental data
analysis difficulties that have to be overcome.
Practical issues such as handling noisy and
incomplete data, processing compute-intensive tasks,
and integrating various data sources, are new
challenges faced by biologists in the post-genome era.
This book will cover the fundamentals of state-ofthe-art data mining techniques which have been
designed to handle such challenging data analysis
problems, and demonstrate with real applications
how biologists and clinical scientists can employ
data mining to enable them to make meaningful
observations and discoveries from a wide array of
heterogeneous data from molecular biology to
pharmaceutical and clinical domains.
Contents:Sequence Analysis:Mining the Sequence
Databases for Homology Detection: Application to
Recognition of Functions of Trypanosoma brucei
brucei Proteins and Drug Targets (G Ramakrishnan, V
S Gowri, R Mudgal, N R Chandra and N
Srinivasan)Identification of Genes and Their
Regulatory Regions Based on Multiple Physical and
Structural Properties of a DNA Sequence (Xi Yang,
Nancy Yu Song and Hong Yan)Mining Genomic Sequence
Data for Related Sequences Using Pairwise
Statistical Significance (Yuhong Zhang and Yunbo
Rao)Biological Network Mining:Indexing for Similarity
Queries on Biological Networks (G nhan G lsoy, Md
Mahmudul Hasan, Yusuf Kavurucu and Tamer
Kahveci)Theory and Method of Completion for a
Boolean Regulatory Network Using Observed Data
(Takeyuki Tamura and Tatsuya Akutsu)Mining
Frequent Subgraph Patterns for Classifying
Biological Data (Saeed Salem)On the Integration of
Prior Knowledge in the Inference of Regulatory
Networks (Catharina Olsen, Benjamin Haibe-Kains, John
Quackenbush and Gianluca Bontempi)Classification,
Trend Analysis and 3D Medical Images:Classification
and Its Application to Drug-Target Prediction (JianPing Mei, Chee-Keong Kwoh, Peng Yang and Xiao-Li
Li)Characterization and Prediction of Human ProteinProtein Interactions (Yi Xiong, Dan Syzmanski and
Daisuke Kihara)Trend Analysis (Wen-Chuan Xie, Miao
He and Jake Yue Chen)Data Acquisition and
Preprocessing on Three Dimensional Medical Images
(Yuhua Jiao, Liang Chen and Jin Chen)Text Mining and
Its Biomedical Applications:Text Mining in Biomedicine
and Healthcare (Hong-Jie Dai, Chi-Yang Wu, Richard
Tzong-Han Tsai and Wen-Lian Hsu)Learning to Rank
Biomedical Documents with Only Positive and
Unlabeled Examples: A Case Study (Mingzhu Zhu, YiFang Brook Wu, Meghana Samir Vasavada and Jason
T L Wang)Automated Mining of Disease-Specific

Protein Interaction Networks Based on Biomedical
Literature (Rajesh Chowdhary, Boris R Jankovic,
Rachel V Stankowski, John A C Archer, Xiangliang
Zhang, Xin Gao, Vladimir B Bajic) Readership:
Students, professionals, those who perform
biological, medical and bioinformatics research.
Keywords:Healthcare;Data Mining;Biological Data
Mining;Protein Interactions;Gene Regulation;Text
Mining;Biological Literature Mining;Drug
Discovery;Disease Network;Biological Network;Graph
Mining;Sequence Analysis;Structure Analysis;Trend
Analysis;Medical ImagesKey Features:Each chapter of
this book will include a section to introduce a
specific class of data mining techniques, which will be
written in a tutorial style so that even noncomputational readers such as biologists and
healthcare researchers can appreciate themThe book
will disseminate the impact research results and best
practices of data mining approaches to the crossdisciplinary researchers and practitioners from both
the data mining disciplines and the life sciences domains.
The authors of the book will be well-known data
mining experts, bioinformaticians and cliniciansEach
chapter will also provide a detailed description on
how to apply the data mining techniques in realworld biological and clinical applications. Thus,
readers of this book can easily appreciate the
computational techniques and how they can be used
to address their own research issues
Energy and Exergy for Sustainable and Clean
Environment, Volume 1 V. Edwin Geo 2022-07-16
This multi-disciplinary book presents the most recent
advances in exergy, energy, and environmental issues.
Volume 1 focuses on fundamentals in the field and
covers current problems, future needs, and prospects
in the area of energy and environment from researchers
worldwide. Based on some selected lectures from the
Eleventh International Exergy, Energy and
Environmental Symposium (IEEES-11) and
complemented by further invited contributions, this
comprehensive set of contributions promote the
exchange of new ideas and techniques in energy
conversion and conservation in order to exchange
best practices in "energetic efficiency." Included are
fundamental and historical coverage of the green
transportation and sustainable mobility sectors,
especially regarding the development of sustainable
technologies for thermal comforts and green
transportation vehicles. Furthermore, contributions
on renewable and sustainable energy sources,
strategies for energy production, and the carbon-free
society constitute an important part of this book.
3D Multiscale Physiological Human Nadia MagnenatThalmann 2013-12-23 3D Multiscale Physiological
Human aims to promote scientific exchange by bringing
together overviews and examples of recent scientific
and technological advancements across a wide range
of research disciplines. As a result, the variety in
methodologies and knowledge paradigms are
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contrasted, revealing potential gaps and
opportunities for integration. Chapters have been
contributed by selected authors in the relevant
domains of tissue engineering, medical image acquisition
and processing, visualization, modeling, computer
aided diagnosis and knowledge management. The multiscale and multi-disciplinary research aspects of
articulations in humans are highlighted, with a
particular emphasis on medical diagnosis and
treatment of musculoskeletal diseases and related
disorders. The need for multi-scale modalities and
multi-disciplinary research is an emerging paradigm in
the search for a better biological and medical
understanding of the human musculoskeletal system.
This is particularly motivated by the increasing
socio-economic burden of disability and
musculoskeletal diseases, especially in the increasing
population of elderly people. Human movement is
generated through a complex web of interactions
between embedded physiological systems on different
spatiotemporal scales, ranging from the molecular to
the organ level. Much research is dedicated to the
understanding of each of these systems, using methods
and modalities tailored for each scale. Nevertheless,
combining knowledge from different perspectives opens
new venues of scientific thinking and stimulates
innovation. Integration of this mosaic of multifaceted
data across multiple scales and modalities requires
further exploration of methods in simulations and
visualization to obtain a comprehensive synthesis.
However, this integrative approach cannot be
achieved without a broad appreciation for the
multiple research disciplines involved.
AETA 2019 - Recent Advances in Electrical
Engineering and Related Sciences: Theory and
Application Dario Fernando Cortes Tobar
2020-08-10 This proceedings book features selected
papers on 12 themes, including telecommunication,
power systems, digital signal processing, robotics,
control systems, renewable energy, power
electronics, soft computing and more. Covering topics
such as optoelectronic oscillator at S-band and Cband for 5G telecommunications, neural networks
identification of eleven types of faults in high
voltage transmission lines, cyber-attack mitigation
on smart low voltage distribution grids, optimum
load of a piezoelectric-based energy harvester, the
papers present interesting ideas and state-of-the-art
overviews.
Smart Civil Structures You-Lin Xu 2017-04-11 A
smart civil structure integrates smart materials,
sensors, actuators, signal processors,
communication networks, power sources, diagonal
strategies, control strategies, repair strategies, and
life-cycle management strategies. It should function
optimally and safely in its environment and maintain
structural integrity during strong winds, severe
earthquakes, and other extreme events. This book
extends from the fundamentals to the state-of-the-

art. It covers the elements of smart civil structures,
their integration, and their functions. The elements
consist of smart materials, sensors, control devices,
signal processors, and communication networks.
Integration refers to multi-scale modelling and model
updating, multi-type sensor placement, control
theory, and collective placement of control devices
and sensors. And the functions include structural
health monitoring, structural vibration control,
structural self-repairing, and structural energy
harvesting, with emphasis on their synthesis to form
truly smart civil structures. It suits civil engineering
students, professionals, and researchers with its
blend of principles and practice.
2013 International Conference on Biological, Medical
and Chemical Engineering (BMCE2013) E. Purshotaman
2014-01-06 This proceeding is indeed the result of
remarkable cooperation of many distinguished experts,
who came together to contribute their research work
and comprehensive, in-depth and up to date review
articles. We are thankful to all the contributing
authors and co-authors for their valued
contribution to this book. We would also like to
express our gratitude to all the publishers and
authors and others for granting us the copyright
permissions to use their illustrations. 2013
International Conference on Biological, Medical and
Chemical Engineering (BMCE2013) which will be held
on December 1-2, 2013, Hong Kong, aims to provide a
forum for accessing to the most up-to-date and
authoritative knowledge from both Biological,
Medical and Chemical Engineering. The dynamic Hong
Kong, officially the Hong Kong Special Administrative
Region of the People's Republic of China, is a largely
self-governing territory of the People's Republic of
China (PRC), facing the Guangdong Province in the
north and the South China Sea to the east, west and
south. Under the "one country, two systems" policy,
Hong Kong enjoys considerable autonomy in all areas
with the exception of foreign affairs and defense
(which are the responsibility of the PRC Government).
As part of this arrangement, Hong Kong continues to
maintain its own currency, separate legal, political
systems and other aspects that concern its way of
life, many of which are distinct from those of mainland
China. In relation with the title of this proceeding,
Biological and Medical Engineering, Developmental
biology, Environmental Biology, Evolutionary
Biology, Marine Biology, Chemistry and Chemical
Engineering Fundamentals, Chemical engineering
educational challenges and development, Chemical
reaction engineering, Chemical engineering equipment
design and process design, Thermodynamics, Catalysis
& reaction engineering, Advances in computational &
numerical methods, Systems biology, Integration of
Life Sciences & Engineering, Multi-scale and Multidisciplinary Approaches, Controlled release of the
active ingredient, Energy & nuclear sciences, Energy
and environment, CFD & chemical engineering, Food
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engineering etc, has been targeted and included in this
proceeding. The proceeding is the results of the
contribution of a number of experts from the
international scientific community in the respective
field of research.
The Hilbert-Huang Transform in Engineering Norden E.
Huang 2005-06-23 Data used to develop and confirm
models suffer from several shortcomings: the total
data is too limited, the data are non-stationary, and
the data represent nonlinear processes. The HilbertHuang transform (HHT) is a relatively new method
that has grown into a robust tool for data
analysis and is ready for a wide variety of
applications. Thi
Information and Communications Security Sihan Qing
2013-10-30 This book constitutes the refereed
proceedings of the 15th International Conference on
Information and Communications Security, ICICS
2013, held in Beijing, China, in November 2013. The 23
regular papers and 6 short papers were carefully
reviewed and selected from 113 submissions. The
papers are organized in topical sections on system
security, Web security and worm detection, cloud
storage security, virtualization for cloud
computing, trusted and trustworthy computing,
authentication and security protocols, intrusion
detection and recovery, side channel attacks and
defense, engineering issues of crypto, cryptanalysis,
attribute-based encryption, and cryptographic
primitives and applications.
Transforms and Applications Handbook Alexander D.
Poularikas 2018-09-03 Updating the original,
Transforms and Applications Handbook, Third Edition
solidifies its place as the complete resource on those
mathematical transforms most frequently used by
engineers, scientists, and mathematicians. Highlighting
the use of transforms and their properties, this latest
edition of the bestseller begins with a solid
introduction to signals and systems, including
properties of the delta function and some classical
orthogonal functions. It then goes on to detail
different transforms, including lapped, Mellin,
wavelet, and Hartley varieties. Written by top
experts, each chapter provides numerous examples and
applications that clearly demonstrate the unique
purpose and properties of each type. The material is
presented in a way that makes it easy for readers from
different backgrounds to familiarize themselves with
the wide range of transform applications. Revisiting
transforms previously covered, this book adds
information on other important ones, including: Finite
Hankel, Legendre, Jacobi, Gengenbauer, Laguerre, and
Hermite Fraction Fourier Zak Continuous and discrete
Chirp-Fourier Multidimensional discrete unitary
Hilbert-Huang Most comparable books cover only a
few of the transforms addressed here, making this text
by far the most useful for anyone involved in signal
processing—including electrical and communication
engineers, mathematicians, and any other scientist

working in this field.
Gravity Taher Zouaghi 2018-02-21 This book deals
with different aspects of gravity that has proved its
effectiveness throughout the world, hence their
solicitation in recent years. Fundamental theories,
applications, and tools have been presented,
emphasizing the implementation of the gravity
technique. Different research themes for diverse areas
in the world are detailed here, highlighting new
methods of studies that could be helpful for
sophisticated and modern development over the next
few years. Four main sections are presented: Gravity
Interpretation Tools in Geoscience, Gravity in
Geoscience Applications, Gravity in Industrial
Technology, and Quantum Gravity. Theoretical and
acquisition tools and adapted processing methods
have been designed to take into account the initial
data, and modeling results thus converge toward a
better solution. This book, which makes a worthwhile
contribution to the topic gravity, is specifically
addressed to specialists, researchers, and industry
professionals who shall find its content extremely
useful for a better comprehension of the geological,
spatial, and industrial aspects of gravity.
Structural Prognostics and Health Management in
Power & Energy Systems Dong Wang 2019-11-21
The idea of preparing an Energies Special Issue on
“Structural Prognostics and Health Management in
Power & Energy Systems” is to compile information on
the recent advances in structural prognostics and
health management (SPHM). Continued improvements on
SPHM have been made possible through advanced
signature analysis, performance degradation
assessment, as well as accurate modeling of failure
mechanisms by introducing advanced mathematical
approaches/tools. Through combining deterministic
and probabilistic modeling techniques, research on
SPHM can provide assurance for new structures at a
design stage and ensure construction integrity at a
fabrication phase. Specifically, power and energy
system failures occur under multiple sources of
uncertainty/variability resulting from load
variations in usage, material properties, geometry
variations within tolerances, and other uncontrolled
variations. Thus, advanced methods and applications
for theoretical, numerical, and experimental
contributions that address these issues on SPHM are
desired and expected, which attempt to prevent
overdesign and unnecessary inspection and provide
tools to enable a balance between safety and
economy to be achieved. This Special Issue has
attracted submissions from China, USA, Portugal,
and Italy. A total of 26 submissions were received
and 11 articles finally published.
Advances in Intelligent Signal Processing and Data
Mining Petia Georgieva 2012-07-27 The book
presents some of the most efficient statistical and
deterministic methods for information processing and
applications in order to extract targeted information
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and find hidden patterns. The techniques presented
range from Bayesian approaches and their variations
such as sequential Monte Carlo methods, Markov
Chain Monte Carlo filters, Rao Blackwellization, to
the biologically inspired paradigm of Neural Networks
and decomposition techniques such as Empirical Mode
Decomposition, Independent Component Analysis and
Singular Spectrum Analysis. The book is directed to
the research students, professors, researchers and
practitioners interested in exploring the advanced
techniques in intelligent signal processing and data
mining paradigms.
Structural Health Monitoring 2013: A Roadmap to
Intelligent Structures Fu-Kuo Chang 2013-09-26
Original research on SHM sensors, quantification
strategies, system integration and control for a wide
range of engineered materials New applications in
robotics, machinery, as well as military aircraft,
railroads, highways, bridges, pipelines, stadiums,
tunnels, space exploration and energy production
Continuing a critical book series on structural
health monitoring (SHM), this two-volume set (with
full-text searchable CD-ROM) offers, as its subtitle
implies, a guide to greater integration and control of
SHM systems. Specifically, the volumes contain new
research that will enable readers to more efficiently
link sensor detection, diagnostics/quantification,
overall system functionality, and automated, e.g.,
robotic, control, thus further closing the loop from
inherent signal-based damage detection to responsive
real-time maintenance and repair. SHM performance is
demonstrated in monitoring the behavior of
composites, metals, concrete, polymers and selected
nanomaterials in a wide array of surroundings,
including harsh environments, under extreme (e.g.,
seismic) loading and in space. New information on
smart sensors and network optimization is enhanced by
novel statistical and model-based methods for signal
processing and data quantification. A special feature
of the book is its explanation of emerging control
technologies. Research in these volumes was initially
presented in September 2013 at the 9th International
Workshop on Structural Health Monitoring
(IWSHM), held at Stanford University and sponsored
by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, the
Army Research Laboratory, and the Office of Naval
Research.
Knowledge and Systems Sciences Jian Chen
Recent Advances in Doppler Signal Processing and
Modelling Techniques for Fetal Monitoring Ahsan H.
Khandoker 2018-08-16 The guest editors of this
eBook have accepted 10 very high-quality
submissions for inclusion in a special issue of
Frontiers in Physiology. The key difference between this
eBook and contemporary fetal physiology related
literature is that this Research Topic summarizes
additional insights into the physiological link between
physiologically understandable mathematical indices
of fetal signals and the developing cardiovascular

functions in fetal health and compromises. This book
should be of considerable help to researchers,
professionals in fetal monitoring device industries,
academics, and graduate students from a wide range
of disciplines. The text provides a comprehensive
account of recent research in this emerging field and
we anticipate that the concepts presented here will
generate further research in this field.
Signal and Image Processing for Remote Sensing C.H.
Chen 2006-10-09 Most data from satellites are in
image form, thus most books in the remote sensing field
deal exclusively with image processing. However,
signal processing can contribute significantly in
extracting information from the remotely sensed
waveforms or time series data. Pioneering the
combination of the two processes, Signal and Image
Processing for Remote Sensing provides a balance
between the role of signal processing and image
processing in remote sensing. Featuring contributions
from worldwide experts, this book emphasizes
mathematical approaches. Divided into two parts,
Part I examines signal processing for remote sensing
and Part II explores image processing. Not limited to
the problems with data from satellite sensors, the
book considers other sensors which acquire data
remotely, including signals and images from
infrasound, seismic, microwave, and satellite sensors.
It covers a broader scope of issues in remote sensing
information processing than other books in this area.
With rapid technological advances, the mathematical
techniques provided will far outlast the sensor,
software and hardware technologies. Focusing on
methodologies of signal processing and image
processing in remote sensing, this book discusses
unique techniques for dealing with remote sensing
problems.
Neural Information Processing Sabri Arik
2015-11-21 The four volume set LNCS 9489, LNCS
9490, LNCS 9491, and LNCS 9492 constitutes the
proceedings of the 22nd International Conference on
Neural Information Processing, ICONIP 2015, held in
Istanbul, Turkey, in November 2015. The 231 full
papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected
from 375 submissions. The 4 volumes represent
topical sections containing articles on Learning
Algorithms and Classification Systems; Artificial
Intelligence and Neural Networks: Theory, Design, and
Applications; Image and Signal Processing; and
Intelligent Social Networks.
Multidisciplinary Approaches to Neural Computing
Anna Esposito 2017-08-28 This book presents a
collection of contributions in the field of Artificial
Neural Networks (ANNs). The themes addressed are
multidisciplinary in nature, and closely connected in
their ultimate aim to identify features from dynamic
realistic signal exchanges and invariant machine
representations that can be exploited to improve the
quality of life of their end users. Mathematical tools
like ANNs are currently exploited in many scientific
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domains because of their solid theoretical background
and effectiveness in providing solutions to many
demanding tasks such as appropriately processing
(both for extracting features and recognizing) monoand bi-dimensional dynamic signals, solving strong
nonlinearities in the data and providing general
solutions for deep and fully connected architectures.
Given the multidisciplinary nature of their use and the
interdisciplinary characterization of the problems
they are applied to – which range from medicine to
psychology, industrial and social robotics, computer
vision, and signal processing (among many others) –
ANNs may provide a basis for redefining the concept of
information processing. These reflections are
supported by theoretical models and applications
presented in the chapters of this book. This book is of
primary importance for: (a) the academic research
community, (b) the ICT market, (c) PhD students and
early-stage researchers, (d) schools, hospitals,
rehabilitation and assisted-living centers, and (e)
representatives of multimedia industries and
standardization bodies.
Hilbert-Huang Transform Analysis of Hydrological
and Environmental Time Series A.R. Rao 2008-01-08
The Hilbert-Huang Transform (HHT) is a recently
developed technique used to analyze nonstationary
data. This book uses methods based on the HilbertHuang Transform to analyze hydrological and
environmental time series. These results are compared
to the results from the traditional methods such as
those based on Fourier transform and other classical
statistical tests.
Hilbert-Huang Transform and Its Applications
E-Business and Telecommunications Mohammad S.
Obaidat 2014-09-27 This book constitutes the
refereed proceedings of the 10th International Joint
Conference on E-Business and Telecommunications,
ICETE 2013, held in Reykjavik, Iceland, in July 2013.
ICETE is a joint international conference integrating
four major areas of knowledge that are divided into
six corresponding conferences: International
Conference on Data Communication Networking,
DCNET; International Conference on E-Business, ICE-B;
International Conference on Optical Communication
Systems, OPTICS; International Conference on
Security and Cryptography, SECRYPT; International
Conference on Wireless Information Systems,
WINSYS; and International Conference on Signal
Processing and Multimedia, SIGMAP. The 24 full
papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected
from 341 submissions. The papers cover the following
key areas of e-business and telecommunications: data
communication networking, e-business, optical
communication systems, security and cryptography,
signal processing and multimedia applications,
wireless information networks and systems.
Hilbert-Huang Transform and Its Applications Norden
Eh Huang 2014 This book is written for scientists
and engineers who use HHT (HilbertOCoHuang

Transform) to analyze data from nonlinear and nonstationary processes. It can be treated as a HHT user
manual and a source of reference for HHT
applications. The book contains the basic principle and
method of HHT and various application examples,
ranging from the correction of satellite orbit drifting
to detection of failure of highway bridges. The
thirteen chapters of the first edition are based on the
presentations made at a mini-symposium at the Society
for Industrial and Applied Mathematics in 2003. Some
outstanding mathematical research problems
regarding HHT development are discussed in the first
three chapters. The three new chapters of the second
edition reflect the latest HHT development, including
ensemble empirical mode decomposition (EEMD) and
modified EMD. The book also provides a platform for
researchers to develop the HHT method further and
to identify more applications. Readership: Applied
mathematicians, climate scientists, highway engineers,
medical scientists, geologists, civil engineers,
mechanical engineers, electrical engineers, economics
and graduate students in science or engineering.
Handbook of Quantitative Finance and Risk
Management Cheng-Few Lee 2010-06-14
Quantitative finance is a combination of economics,
accounting, statistics, econometrics, mathematics,
stochastic process, and computer science and
technology. Increasingly, the tools of financial
analysis are being applied to assess, monitor, and
mitigate risk, especially in the context of
globalization, market volatility, and economic crisis.
This two-volume handbook, comprised of over 100
chapters, is the most comprehensive resource in the
field to date, integrating the most current theory,
methodology, policy, and practical applications.
Showcasing contributions from an international
array of experts, the Handbook of Quantitative
Finance and Risk Management is unparalleled in the
breadth and depth of its coverage. Volume 1 presents
an overview of quantitative finance and risk
management research, covering the essential theories,
policies, and empirical methodologies used in the field.
Chapters provide in-depth discussion of portfolio
theory and investment analysis. Volume 2 covers
options and option pricing theory and risk management.
Volume 3 presents a wide variety of models and
analytical tools. Throughout, the handbook offers
illustrative case examples, worked equations, and
extensive references; additional features include
chapter abstracts, keywords, and author and subject
indices. From "arbitrage" to "yield spreads," the
Handbook of Quantitative Finance and Risk
Management will serve as an essential resource for
academics, educators, students, policymakers, and
practitioners.
Interconnected Power Systems Yong Li 2015-12-23
This book reports on the latest findings in the
application of the wide area measurement systems
(WAMS) in the analysis and control of power
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systems. The book collects new research ideas and
Decomposition;Intrinsic Mode Function;Hilbert
achievements including a delay-dependent robust design Spectral Analysis;Time-Frequency AnalysisKey
method, a wide area robust coordination strategy, a
Features:A tool book for analyzing nonlinear and
hybrid assessment and choice method for wide area
non-stationary dataA source book for HHT
signals, a free-weighting matrices method and its
development and applicationsThe most complete
application, as well as the online identification
reference for HHT method and applications
methods for low-frequency oscillations. The main
Kernel Mode Decomposition and the Programming of
original research results of this book are a
Kernels Houman Owhadi
comprehensive summary of the authors’ latest sixAdvances in Engineering Research and Application Kaiyear study. The book will be of interest to academic
Uwe Sattler 2019-11-30 This proceedings volume
researchers, R&D engineers and graduate students in
gathers the outcomes of the International Conference
power systems who wish to learn the core principles,
on Engineering Research and Applications (ICERA
methods, algorithms, and applications of the WAMS.
2019), which was held at Thai Nguyen University of
Hilbert–Huang Transform and Its Applications Norden Technology, Vietnam, on December 1–2, 2019 and
E Huang 2014-04-22 This book is written for
provided an international forum for disseminating the
scientists and engineers who use HHT (Hilbert–Huang
latest theories and practices in engineering research
Transform) to analyze data from nonlinear and nonand applications. The conference focused on original
stationary processes. It can be treated as a HHT user research work in a broad range of areas, including
manual and a source of reference for HHT
Mechanical Engineering, Materials and Mechanics of
applications. The book contains the basic principle and Materials, Mechatronics and Micromechatronics,
method of HHT and various application examples,
Automotive Engineering, Electrical and Electronics
ranging from the correction of satellite orbit drifting
Engineering, and Information and Communication
to detection of failure of highway bridges. The
Technology. By sharing the latest advances in these
thirteen chapters of the first edition are based on the
fields, the book will help academics and professionals
presentations made at a mini-symposium at the Society alike to revisit their thinking on sustainable
for Industrial and Applied Mathematics in 2003. Some
development.
outstanding mathematical research problems
Petro-physics and Rock Physics of Carbonate
regarding HHT development are discussed in the first
Reservoirs Kumar Hemant Singh 2019-10-16 This
three chapters. The three new chapters of the second
book presents selected articles from the workshop on
edition reflect the latest HHT development, including
"Challenges in Petrophysical Evaluation and Rock
ensemble empirical mode decomposition (EEMD) and
Physics Modeling of Carbonate Reservoirs" held at IIT
modified EMD. The book also provides a platform for
Bombay in November 2017. The articles included
researchers to develop the HHT method further and
explore the challenges associated with using wellto identify more applications. Contents:Introduction
log data, core data analysis, and their integration in
to the Hilbert–Huang Transform and Its Related
the qualitative and quantitative assessment of
Mathematical ProblemsEnsemble Empirical Mode
petrophysical and elastic properties in carbonate
Decomposition and Its Multi-Dimensional
reservoirs. The book also discusses the recent trends
ExtensionsMultivariate Extensions of Empirical Mode
and advances in the area of research and development
DecompositionB-Spline Based Empirical Mode
of carbonate reservoir characterization, both in
DecompositionEMD Equivalent Filter Banks, From
industry and academia. Further, it addresses the
Interpretation to ApplicationsHHT Sifting and
challenging concept of porosity portioning, which has
FilteringStatistical Significance Test of Intrinsic
huge implications for exploration and development
Mode FunctionsThe Time-Dependent Intrinsic
success in these complex reservoirs, enabling readers
CorrelationThe Application of Hilbert–Huang
to understand the varying orders of deposition and
Transforms to Meteorological DatasetsEmpirical
diagenesis and also to model the flow and elastic
Mode Decomposition and Climate VariabilityEMD
properties.
Correction of Orbital Drift Artifacts in Satellite
Biosignal Processing and Classification Using
Data StreamHHT Analysis of the Nonlinear and NonComputational Learning and Intelligence Alejandro
Stationary Annual Cycle of Daily Surface Air
Antonio Torres Garcia 2021-09-18 Biosignal
Temperature DataHilbert Spectra of Nonlinear Ocean
Processing and Classification Using Computational
WavesEMD and Instantaneous Phase Detection of
Learning and Intelligence: Principles, Algorithms and
Structural DamageHTT-Based Bridge Structural
Applications posits an approach for biosignal
Health-Monitoring MethodApplications of HHT in
processing and classification using computational
Image Analysis Readership: Applied mathematicians,
learning and intelligence, highlighting that the term
climate scientists, highway engineers, medical
biosignal refers to all kinds of signals that can be
scientists, geologists, civil engineers, mechanical
continuously measured and monitored in living beings.
engineers, electrical engineers, economics and graduate The book is composed of five relevant parts. Part One
students in science or engineering.
is an introduction to biosignals and Part Two
Keywords:Hilbert
Huang Transform;Empirical Mode
describes the relevant techniques for biosignal
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processing, feature extraction and feature
selection/dimensionality reduction. Part Three
presents the fundamentals of computational learning
(machine learning). Then, the main techniques of
computational intelligence are described in Part Four.
The authors focus primarily on the explanation of
the most used methods in the last part of this book,
which is the most extensive portion of the book. This
part consists of a recapitulation of the newest
applications and reviews in which these techniques
have been successfully applied to the biosignals’
domain, including EEG-based Brain-Computer Interfaces
(BCI) focused on P300 and Imagined Speech, emotion
recognition from voice and video, leukemia recognition,
infant cry recognition, EEGbased ADHD identification
among others. Provides coverage of the fundamentals
of signal processing, including sensing the heart,
sending the brain, sensing human acoustic, and sensing
other organs Includes coverage biosignal preprocessing techniques such as filtering, artifiact
removal, and feature extraction techniques such as
Fourier transform, wavelet transform, and MFCC
Covers the latest techniques in machine learning and
computational intelligence, including Supervised
Learning, common classifiers, feature selection,
dimensionality reduction, fuzzy logic, neural
networks, Deep Learning, bio-inspired algorithms, and
Hybrid Systems Written by engineers to help engineers,
computer scientists, researchers, and clinicians
understand the technology and applications of
computational learning to biosignal processing
Machine Intelligence and Signal Analysis M. Tanveer
2018-08-07 The book covers the most recent
developments in machine learning, signal analysis, and
their applications. It covers the topics of machine
intelligence such as: deep learning, soft computing
approaches, support vector machines (SVMs), least
square SVMs (LSSVMs) and their variants; and
covers the topics of signal analysis such as:
biomedical signals including electroencephalogram
(EEG), magnetoencephalography (MEG),
electrocardiogram (ECG) and electromyogram (EMG)
as well as other signals such as speech signals,
communication signals, vibration signals, image, and
video. Further, it analyzes normal and abnormal
categories of real-world signals, for example normal
and epileptic EEG signals using numerous
classification techniques. The book is envisioned for
researchers and graduate students in Computer
Science and Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Applied
Mathematics, and Biomedical Signal Processing.
Signal and Image Processing for Remote Sensing,
Second Edition C.H. Chen 2012-02-22 Continuing in
the footsteps of the pioneering first edition, Signal
and Image Processing for Remote Sensing, Second
Edition explores the most up-to-date signal and image
processing methods for dealing with remote sensing
problems. Although most data from satellites are in
image form, signal processing can contribute

significantly in extracting information from remotely
sensed waveforms or time series data. This book
combines both, providing a unique balance between the
role of signal processing and image processing.
Featuring contributions from worldwide experts, this
book continues to emphasize mathematical approaches.
Not limited to satellite data, it also considers
signals and images from hydroacoustic, seismic,
microwave, and other sensors. Chapters cover
important topics in signal and image processing and
discuss techniques for dealing with remote sensing
problems. Each chapter offers an introduction to the
topic before delving into research results, making the
book accessible to a broad audience. This second
edition reflects the considerable advances that have
occurred in the field, with 23 of 27 chapters being
new or entirely rewritten. Coverage includes new
mathematical developments such as compressive
sensing, empirical mode decomposition, and sparse
representation, as well as new component analysis
methods such as non-negative matrix and tensor
factorization. The book also presents new
experimental results on SAR and hyperspectral image
processing. The emphasis is on mathematical techniques
that will far outlast the rapidly changing sensor,
software, and hardware technologies. Written for
industrial and academic researchers and graduate
students alike, this book helps readers connect the
"dots" in image and signal processing. New in This
Edition The second edition includes four chapters from
the first edition, plus 23 new or entirely rewritten
chapters, and 190 new figures. New topics covered
include: Compressive sensing The mixed pixel problem
with hyperspectral images Hyperspectral image (HSI)
target detection and classification based on sparse
representation An ISAR technique for refocusing
moving targets in SAR images Empirical mode
decomposition for signal processing Feature
extraction for classification of remote sensing
signals and images Active learning methods in
classification of remote sensing images Signal
subspace identification of hyperspectral data
Wavelet-based multi/hyperspectral image
restoration and fusion The second edition is not
intended to replace the first edition entirely and
readers are encouraged to read both editions of the
book for a more complete picture of signal and image
processing in remote sensing. See Signal and Image
Processing for Remote Sensing (CRC Press 2006).
Vibration Engineering and Technology of Machinery
Jos Manoel Balthazar 2021-03-03 This volume
gathers the latest advances, innovations and
applications in the field of vibration and technology
of machinery, as presented by leading international
researchers and engineers at the XV International
Conference on Vibration Engineering and Technology
of Machinery (VETOMAC), held in Curitiba, Brazil on
November 10-15, 2019. Topics include concepts and
methods in dynamics, dynamics of mechanical and
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structural systems, dynamics and control, condition
monitoring, machinery and structural dynamics, rotor
dynamics, experimental techniques, finite element model
updating, industrial case studies, vibration control
and energy harvesting, and MEMS. The contributions,
which were selected through a rigorous international
peer-review process, share exciting ideas that will
spur novel research directions and foster new
multidisciplinary collaborations.
Advances in Biometrics Massimo Tistarelli
2009-06-04 rd It is a pleasure and an honour both
to organize ICB 2009, the 3 IAPR/IEEE Inter- tional
Conference on Biometrics. This will be held 2–5 June in
Alghero, Italy, hosted by the Computer Vision
Laboratory, University of Sassari. The conference
series is the premier forum for presenting research in
biometrics and its allied technologies: the generation
of new ideas, new approaches, new techniques and new
evaluations. The ICB series originated in 2006 from
joining two highly reputed conferences: Audio and
Video Based Personal Authentication (AVBPA) and
the International Conference on Biometric
Authentication (ICBA). Previous conferences were
held in Hong Kong and in Korea. This is the first time
the ICB conference has been held in Europe, and by
Programme Committee, arrangements and by the
quality of the papers, ICB 2009 will continue to
maintain the high standards set by its predecessors. In
total we received around 250 papers for review. Of
these, 36 were selected for oral presentation and 93
for poster presentation. These papers are accompanied
by the invited speakers: Heinrich H. B lthoff (Max
Planck Institute for Biological Cybernetics, T b- gen,
Germany) on “What Can Machine Vision Learn from
Human Perception?”, - daoki Furui (Department of
Computer Science, Tokyo Institute of Technology) on
“40 Years of Progress in Automatic Speaker
Recognition Technology” and Jean-Christophe Fondeur
(SAGEM Security and Morpho, USA) on “Large Scale
Deployment of Biom- rics and Border Control”.
Encyclopedia of Biomedical Engineering 2018-09-01
Encyclopedia of Biomedical Engineering is a unique
source for rapidly evolving updates on topics that
are at the interface of the biological sciences and
engineering. Biomaterials, biomedical devices and
techniques play a significant role in improving the
quality of health care in the developed world. The
book covers an extensive range of topics related to
biomedical engineering, including biomaterials, sensors,
medical devices, imaging modalities and imaging
processing. In addition, applications of biomedical
engineering, advances in cardiology, drug delivery, gene
therapy, orthopedics, ophthalmology, sensing and
tissue engineering are explored. This important
reference work serves many groups working at the
interface of the biological sciences and engineering,
including engineering students, biological science
students, clinicians, and industrial researchers.
Provides students with a concise description of the

technologies at the interface of the biological
sciences and engineering Covers all aspects of
biomedical engineering, also incorporating perspectives
from experts working within the domains of biomedicine,
medical engineering, biology, chemistry, physics,
electrical engineering, and more Contains reputable,
multidisciplinary content from domain experts
Presents a ‘one-stop’ resource for access to
information written by world-leading scholars in the
field
Biologically Inspired Cognitive Architectures (BICA)
for Young Scientists Alexei V. Samsonovich
2016-04-15 This book presents cutting-edge
research focused on current challenges towards the
realization of Biologically Inspired intelligent agents,
or Cognitive Architectures (BICA). The chapters are
written by both world-recognized experts (including
Antonio Chella, Olivier Georgeon, Oliver Kutz,
Antonio Lieto, David Vernon, Paul Verschure, and
others) and young researchers. Together, they
constitute a good mixture of new findings with
tutorial-based reviews and position papers, all
presented at the First International Early Research
Career Enhancement School on Biologically Inspired
Cognitive Architectures (FIERCES on BICA 2016),
held April 21-24 in Moscow, Russia. Most works
included here cross boundaries between disciplines:
from neuroscience to social science, from cognitive
science to robotics, and from bioengineering to
artificial intelligence. A special emphasis is given to
novel solutions to urgent problems that have been
resisting traditional approaches for decades. Intended
for providing readers with an update on biologically
inspired approaches towards the computational
replication of all the essential aspects of the human
mind (the BICA Challenge), this book is expected to
foster lively discussions on the topic and stimulate
cross-disciplinary, cross-generation and crosscultural collaboration.
Hilbert-Huang Transform and Its Applications Norden
Eh Huang 2005 The Hilbert-Huang Transform (HHT)
represents a desperate attempt to break the
suffocating hold on the field of data analysis by the
twin assumptions of linearity and stationarity.
Unlike spectrograms, wavelet analysis, or the
Wigner-Ville Distribution, HHT is truly a timefrequency analysis, but it does not require an a priori
functional basis and, therefore, the convolution
computation of frequency. The method provides a
magnifying glass to examine the data, and also offers
a different view of data from nonlinear processes,
with the results no longer shackled by spurious
harmonics ? the artifacts of imposing a linearity
property on a nonlinear system or of limiting by the
uncertainty principle, and a consequence of Fourier
transform pairs in data analysis. This is the first HHT
book containing papers covering a wide variety of
interests. The chapters are divided into mathematical
aspects and applications, with the applications
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further grouped into geophysics, structural safety

and visualization.
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